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We are unaware of that which keeps us
physically alive, like the air we breathe.
Similarly we are unaware of the processes that
keep us psychologically alive and keep us from
a “break down.” They also facilitate the
development and strengthening of ourselves.
These unconscious, protective, processes are
unlike an ego, id or superego that conflict with
one another.
These internal processes provide us with a
sense of cohesion, continuity and vitality

These vital psychic processes were outlined
and explained by Heinz Kohut in his
psychoanalytic theory of Self Psychology.
Central to his theory is the practice of empathy
Central to empathy is the role of emotion.
After a “primer on self psychology” we turn to
psychosis with a practical focus on emotion.
Vitality Affects (Daniel Stern) can be seen to
help re-engage arrested processes in psychosis

Kohut-from Ego Psychology originally
Mr Psychoanalysis
Introspection, Empathy and Psychoanalysis
Working with difficult narcissistic personality
and narcissistic behavior disorders
Recognizing these patients were missing,
normal narcissistic self capacities and pondered
on what went awry with their narcissism
From Forms and Transformations of
Narcissism to Analysis of the Self

Traditional learning about the patient is
through the patient’s associations—very
important.
But Kohut determined that empathy was a
better route to knowing the patient deeply
“Vicarious Introspection” means that the
analyst goes inside himself to find even the
smallest of what the patient describes, “tastes
that internal past emotional experience and
then truly learns what is important about this
patient at this time.

Therapeutic Mechanism of Action is the
development of the Selfobject (SO) bond with
the therapist and subsequent disruptions and
repair
A selfobject “I love you not for who you are but
for who I am when I am with you.”
Provide empathic interpretations of the
patient’s subjective world with focus on
frustrated SO needs and longings
Result: strengthening the self, reorganization of
experience and structure building

Core of development=maturation of a cohesive
nuclear self
Inherent striving to meet lifelong needs for
validation, borrowed strength and a sense of
belonging
These are basic inborn psychological needs
labeled as “mirroring, idealizing and twinship”
selfobject experiences

Meets the need for admiring and confirming
responses-recognize, affirm, validate
Results in a subjective sense of vigor and
“greatness”
This “expansiveness” matures into healthy self
esteem, assertiveness, ambition , enjoyment of
success and pleasure in the pursuit of interests
and activity

Meet an inherent need for closeness and
support from an omnipotent source of
calmness and strength—yields a feeling of
safety and self confidence
Result: development of values, ideals, goals,
respect and admiration for others
Matures into capacity for self soothing, self
regulation of tension and of affect states

When met, this inborn need for “alikeness”
provides:
A sense of belonging
A sense of “kinship”
Reassurance and decreases in anxiety
Here one can find the optimal use of one’s talents and
capacities

Thus, selfobject experiences elicit and maintain
the self’s cohesion, positive emotional coloring
and sense of continuity in time (Lachman and
Stolorow 1980).
These unconscious functions (mirroring,
idealizing and twinship) are experienced as a
needed part of the self—ie: psychological
oxygen
There exists a need for these experiences from
birth to death

Occurs through a process of Transmuting
Internalization
Here, selfobject functions initially provided by
others are internalized to become self functions
Self soothing, self regulation, self-righting, and self
cohesion.
Experience becomes more organized through
ongoing empathic sensitivity of parents to child’s
affect states (through a felt responsiveness of others).

Self structure is co-determined by parents and
child
Here, experience is organized inside the child by
his or her feeling the parent’s reponses.
These responses consist of the parent’s
understandings and actions toward the child’s
affects and behaviors.

Via early interactions of mutual influence, the
child develops expectancies re: interactional
patterns
These patterns are internalized and become
part of the inner structure of the self and its self
regulatory capacities
What if this process of development of the self
is incomplete?

If structuralization is incomplete, one’s self
experience is vulnerable to a loss of cohesion or
positive self regard/emotional coloring, vitality
and potentially, loss of a sense of continuity.
Anxiety, deflation, depression and confusion
may result.
These pathological self states may be the result
of narcissistic injuries, separations or
disruptions in important relationships =loss of
selfobject experiences-prelude to breakdowns

Along with fragmentation and deflation, rage may
be called upon as an emergency measure to reflate
a collapsing self and to transiently offset
fragmentation and to restore integration
Psychopathology emerges as a result of
disturbances in self-selfobject relations of
childhood
Because of these “derailments,” structural deficits
exist and pathological defenses are established to
safeguard and support a fragile self and to prevent
further experiences of re-traumatization.

Self psychology is a theory of deficit rather
than conflict
Due to an absence of mirroring, idealizing or
twinship experiences at key points along a host
of developmental lines, the patient struggles
with developmental arrest.
This results in inabilities to regulate tension
states, affects, self-esteem, needs and goals
Treatment is targeted at strengthening the self

Looking for
More firmness in the self (resilience)
More cohesion
More Vitality and Vigor
The development of a selfobject mileu
The reorganization of experience
Expansion of awareness
Improved capacity for “self-righting” and regaining
lost balance

Empathy trumps free association in knowing
the patient
Vicarious Introspection is used to grasp the
affective state of being of the self
Understand and accept needs, wishes and
longings
Increase an internal sense of legitimacy
Vitality affect attunement creates internal
safety and an increase in self reflection and
sharing of repressed or disavowed experiences

Marian Tolpin, one of Kohut’s main students ,
viewed conventional transferences as being the
“trailing edge” of development which emerges
in the context of failing selfobject experience
She proposed (2002) that effective
psychoanalysis takes place by re-engaging the
“forward edge” of development on the total
transference spectrum.
Arrested development is not “dead”
development-”tendrils of health”

Affective engagement through empathic
attunement does two things:
1. An ambience of non-judgmental, serious,
understanding of the patient’s inner world and
meets and stimulates active but blocked inner
tendrils of health
The patient can become more demanding for
missing inner selfobject functions—recognition,
borrowing strength and twinship
These demands must be recognized as legitimate
The therapist cannot “try” to be a selfobject

A corrective emotional selfobject experience occurs
Disruptions are inevitable as no response is perfect
Repair of disruptions occurs by understanding and
sharing the impact of the analyst’s limitations on
the patient and the patient’s response to these
disruptions
Optimal frustration versus optimal responsiveness
(Kohut v. Terman/Bacal).
Both result in transmuting internalization of
Selfobject functions—self confidence

Bacal—optimal responsiveness—results in
modeling of self articulation, becoming
affectively articulate (Lane and Garfield),
familiarity with cohesion and fragmentation
experiences, illumination of problematic
organizing patterns, new relational experiences
with the therapist leading to new
representational schemata (fosshage).
Garfield (Socarides and Stolorow) look to affect
tolerance and articulation as central aspects of
cure.
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Affect and Self Psychology in the
Treatment of Psychosis

• First, we will begin with affect technique
• Then we will return to self psychology

Thinking About Emotion in Psychosis

Carl Jung and the Feeling Toned
Complex

• THE WORD
ASSOCIATION
EXPERIMENT
• THE FEELING TONED
COMPLEX

Talking to Parking Meters
Jack Barnes
• A 26 yo. Catholic man walking around the streets of
Boston Massachusetts talking to parking meters in
July
• July is when the new psychiatry residents begin
• No friends, no family, on welfare, only contact is
once a month with 71yo landlord.
• Doesn’t drink alcohol but did drink on that night
• Police take him to mental hospital where he has
been before

First Session
• Jack: I guess I’m here again (looks down)
• Psy: When were you here before?
• J: 3 yrs ago when I was shot in the arm in the army
(was never in the army)
• Psy: OK
• J: Plants in the room (notices the green hanging
plants). Plants can be very dangerous unless they
are hanging higher than they can hurt you
• Psy: What could be more dangerous than a plant?

First Session Continued
Jack Barnes
• J: Cars…cars could be more dangerous than plants
• Psy: Yes, cars could be more dangerous…yes
• J: Unless you have a dangerous plant inside a
harmless car
• Note: Jack looks more sad than mad or scared
• Also—Jack, in the hospital never comes on time for
therapy appts but always is out near the parking lot
when the psychiatrist is going to his car to go home.
• Also, Jack will be near the therapists office walking
around at other times of the day.

Affect is Everywhere

• Affect Expressions:
• Body Language-Gait-Facial
Expressions-WordsGesture-Prosody of
Speech-Rhythm-Tone-Pitch

Jack Barnes
Second Session
• J: (Jack is mumbling to himself then looks up) what?
• Psy: I didn’t say anything..what did the voices say?
(guessing)
• J: Nothing. (laughs to himself)
• Psy: What is so funny?
• J: (startled). I didn’t say anything
• Psy: I just noticed that you laughed to yourself
• J: I did?
• Psy: Yes
• J: Maybe I just thought something was funny?

Jack Barnes
Second Session Continued
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Psy: OK
J: Do you think you can feel alive but be dead?
Psy: How do you mean?
J; I don’t know
Psy: When was the first time you felt alive but were dead?
J: When I got shot in the arm, in the elbow
Psy: How old were you?
I was 13..on a school trip. We went to Washington DC to the
tomb of the unknown soldier. I think one of the guards’ rifles shot
me in the arm, the elbow and killed me.

Jack Barnes
Second Session Continuing
• Psy: Then what happened?
• J: The bullet went up my arm and across my chest and down
into my liver and gave me cirrhosis
• Psy: What does this cirrhosis keep you from feeling?
• J: Suicidal
• The psychiatrist realized that the delusions and possibly, the
hallucinations keep Jack from feeling suicidal.
• There are sensory experiences in his body-chest, arm, elbow

Elvin Semrad M.D.
• Jung placed affect at the heart of psychosis at the turn of the
century—early 1900’s.
• It wasn’t until the 1960’s that Elvin Semrad at Harvard’s
Boston Psychopathic Hospital/Massachusetts Mental Health
Center brought it back into center stage
• Semrad’s schema was to acknowledge, bear and put into
perspective the psychotic patient’s intolerable affect
• Semrad worked under the more difficult model of ego
psychology

The Forms and Transformations
of Affect
• 1. Identify the affect expressed or defended by the
delusions, hallucinations or bizarre
thoughts/behaviors
• 2. Anchor the unbearable affect in the patient’s
body—hold it there and also in the relationship
through counter transference and the alliance—
focus on where feelings are felt in the body
• 3. Reintegrate the unbearable affect in the patients
historical associational chain (narrative history)—
provides continuity

Identifying Unbearable Affect
• Symptoms are expressive and defensive-a basic psychoanalytic
principle
• Jack Barnes talking to parking meters is bizarre but it is also
sad…he looks ‘downward’—his look is a sad look, not an angry
look. We can say “you look sad.”
• His delusion is defensive..we can ask “what does that keep you
from feeling?” He responds—suicidal
• All of a sudden, our patient is no longer crazy, he is sad
• We can help him identify that when he thinks he has been shot
in the arm, that something is making him feel suicidal

Bearing the unbearable
The body-One body and Two bodies
• We can ask Jack—Where do you feel sadness in your body?
He might answer—his elbow or his chest or his abdomen
• We can ask him to identify what the “FEELINGS” are like in
each of those spots so that he becomes familiar with his
sadness.
• Feelings must be felt SOMEWHERE…they have a location
• Feelings also have sensory qualities—like a “knot” or a
“burning” or “fluttering”—

Jack’s Sadness—Loss of his
Father
• From following Jack’s sadness, first extracted from
his psychotic presentations and then anchoring the
sadness and suicidal feelings in this body, we
discover that he was 13 when it all began. It begins
to be put in perspective.
• Later we learn that his father left the family then
and never showed up when he was supposed to
visit. All the other boys had their father with them
in the trip to Washington DC.

The Case of Arnie Davis
Anger as a knot in the stomach
• Arnie was a 50 year old never married German American man
who had “schizophrenia” that was later re-diagnosed as Bipolar
Affective Disorder with Psychotic Features
• He believed that, that at times, he could feel tiny drops of blood
saliva dripping from his teeth onto his tongue when he was
sitting at his computer.
Throughout his life he had intense relationships with women
and when the relationship ended, he would become depressed
and then delusional that he was evil and had an evil force inside
him and he would cut himself

The Case of Arnie Davis
Continued
• Since age 18, Arnie was hospitalized four times a year
• Someone would “put him down” or “guilt trip” him
• He would become angry, enraged and then delusional-he would
throw glasses at the kitchen wall
• He would be hospitalized and only agree to take Chlorpromazine
and even without it, he would recover after a few days in the
hospital
• Arnie grew up in a violent family of alcoholics

Arnie’s Unbearable Anger
• At age 18, after the breakup
with a girlfriend, Arnie
became depressed,
delusional about his having
an evil force inside him and
he felt a knot growing in his
stomach—He tried to cut it
out
• That was his first
hospitalization

Arnie Davis--Continued
• Arnie’s father was a
construction worker
• He would come home
drunk and beat Arnie’s two
older brothers
• When they were older and
dad couldn’t beat them up,
they would beat up Arnie
with dad
• His mother was passive and
violent as well.

Arnie’s Therapy
• When Arnie was overlooked by his supervisors at work he
would get angry
• In therapy, his anger could be located in his muscles being
tight
• Although he was a “pacifist”, he fantasized about being a
“beast” and he could feel blood/saliva droplets on his “fangs”
when imagining revenge on his bosses
• When he felt overlooked by his analyst, he would yell at
him..it was usually due to a perceived insult to his self esteem

Arnie’s Therapy Part II
• As Arnie became more familiar with his anger
feelings in his body and as he and his therapist
would work out and clarify the self esteem
misunderstandings between the two of them…Arnie
no longer needed the Chlorpromazine
• Each disruption in the relationship was followed by
a repair of it.
• Five years after Arnie was born, his parents had
their last child, a baby girl who was favored, never
beaten and Arnie felt resentful and overlooked as
well as unprotected

Arnie’s Therapy Part III
• Arnie developed a broad vocabulary from
displeasure to annoyance to irritation, to anger to
“pissed off” to rage. He also could use metaphors
like “hot” “blow my top” “explode” and others to
describe his feeling toned experience of anger
• As his affect capacity increased, his delusional
perceptions dissolved. His body and his therapy
could now hold his anger
• Arnie came to understand the history of his
unbearable anger and how it impaired his self image
and self esteem

Arnie’s Therapy Part IV
• Arnie was good at math and
computers
• Arnie was a good writer
• He started helping out at a
nearby computer store
• His strengths could now be
utilized in the restoration of
his self
• This is
“enlistment”

Why Affect Focused
Psychoanalysis is Self Psychology
• Affect and Self Esteem are two sides of the same coin—not
affect and thought (as Piaget had thought)
• Freud thought that those with psychosis could not make
transferences and thus could not be healed by psychoanalysis
• Self Psychology arose out of Heniz Kohut’s coming to
understand the fact that those with disorders of narcissism (the
narcissistic personality disorders) do make transferences as
opposed to what was previously thought

The Narcissistic Neuroses
(Psychosis)
•
•
•
•

Kohut identified 3 types of narcissistic transferences
Mirroring, Idealizing and Twinship Transferences
Mirroring-affirmation, recognition, being noticed
Idealizing-being under someone’s “wing”; feeling safe, secure
and protected and merged with someone strong
• Twinship-being with someone “like” you where you feel
stronger because there is this “likeness.”
• Here the patient is missing an essential internal source of self
esteem which needs to be supplied by “selfobjects”

“Falling Apart”
Kohut’s schema

Psychoanalytic Self Psychology
Key concepts—In Review
•
•
•
•

A Whole Self rather than Agencies
Forms and Transformations of Narcissism
Empathy and Vicarious Introspection
Needed Selfobject Experiences (transferences)
– Mirroring, Idealizing, Twinship Selfobject
Experiences
• Defense as protection from “re traumatization.”
• Tendency of the psyche to fracture under the burden
of unmanageable affects

Psychoanalytic Self Psychology
Key concepts-in review
• Attunement
• Opening channels between the past, present and future
• Forward Edge Transference rather than Trailing Edge
Repetitions
• Injury yields anger/rage rather than death instinct
• Cure via empathic disruption/repair –strengthening self
• Health via enlistment of new selfobject experiences and
empathy with self

Empathy instead of Free
Association
• The fundamental way of understanding the mind of the
patient in traditional psychoanalysis was through
associational psychology—free association
• In 1959—Kohut set psychoanalysis on a new course with
his article “Introspection, Empathy and Psychoanalysis
“Vicarious Introspection” now became the fundamental tool
The Analyst must look inside and find an affective “taste” of
what the patient is experiencing—this emotional
ATTUNEMENT provides both understanding and an
empathic channel to the patient—the patient feels
understood.

Kohut on Psychosis
Rethinking Schreber and
Paranoia
•

it is not that the paranoia has been erected as a defense against this horrible
homosexuality from which the patient then must escape because it is so shameful …

•

….the homosexuality is the edge of the cliff to which one wants desperately to hang
on to keep from slipping further over the edge. But that last clutching grasp, that last
try, does not hold and the organized self breaks into pieces at the bottom of the cliff.
The disintegration takes place completely, and then primitive, disruptive aspects of
the disorganized self are incongruently pressed together in an attempt to rebuild the
self again….normal self-confidence become bizarrely overgrown, isolated in remote,
detached, psychotic grandiosity; primitive merger experiences, instead of being
empathic and friendly as they ought to be felt, are psychotically rebuilt as if they
were influencing forces from others, usually with a hostile non empathic intent..”(p
283).

Empathy Eliminates “Psychosis”Kohut
• . If you really can achieve empathic access to
psychosis, psychosis in one sense has ceased to
exist.”

• The Chicago Institute Lectures, p. 283..

James Joyce and his daughter, Lucia.
Creativity versus Schizophrenia

Dan Stern’s Development of the
Self
• Emerging Self-subjective experience of “aspects of me”-I close
my eyes and my world is dark.
• Core Self:
– Self-agency (cf: Lucia Joyce)-intention, proprioception, felt
consequence of action
– Self Coherence-having a non fragmented whole self
– Self-affectivity: having patterns of feeling
– Self History-enduring, changing but staying the same
– “It is only in major psychosis that one sees a significant
absence of any of these four experiences…”

Self Psychology is “Experience Near”
• It is the immediacy of affect’s tie to body sensation
and the body “ego” or “self” that makes empathy a
more powerful tool for understanding the patient
than free association
• Associations are also extremely helpful but are not
quite as “experience near.”
• That is why self psychology is called an “experience
near” form of psychoanalysis.

Symptoms in Self Psychology

In traditional psychoanalysis, symptoms are
considered to be the product of dynamic conflicts
between parts of the mind
In Self Psychology, the mind is considered a whole
and symptoms are considered to be “breakdown
products” resulting from unmanageable affect
experiences (selfobject failure)

Selfobjects
Shakespeare: I love you not for who you are
but for who I am when I am with you
•

•

•

As the child’s self develops,
two key features of their
narcissism/self energy work
together to form a stable
scaffold for the personality
Being affirmed and being part
of a powerful “other” (provides
sense of safety) by primary
caretakers make the self
No assembly is perfect and
mirroring and idealizing
selfobjects are a “patch” that
allows the adult self to feel
good about itself

How Is The Patient With Psychosis Able to
Make Use of You as a Selfobject?
• Affect attunement via Vitality Affects
• Daniel Stern’s Vitality Affects as affect technique
• Vitality Affect attunement engages Marian Tolpin’s
“forward edge” of development
• Vitality affect attunement offsets the fear of re
traumatization.
• The “fragmented” self is always trying to move
forward to reintegrate

Vitality Affects:
Cross Modal Perception
•

Meltzoff and Borton--1979:
the smooth nipple and the
ribbed nipple in infants

•

Leucowicz and Turkewitz-1980: habituate and
dishabituate with first noise
(decibels) and then light
(intensity)

•

Werner
– Affect as Supramodal
Currency

Vitality Affects
• Different From Affect States
such as mad, sad, happy, fear,
etc.
• Subjective “kinetic” experiences
closely tied to the body--fading,
falling, collapsing, rising,
exploding
• “Activation contours”--intensity,
frequency and duration
components

sad

happy
ma
d

Empathy Has Always Made Use
of Vitality Affects

• Empathic Noises - Havens’ 1986- “Oooo!” “U La
La” “Yuck”
• Simple Empathic Comments--”Oh no!” “Awful!”
• They have an intensity, duration and frequency,
rhythm, inflection--Prosody

Consulting With Catatonia
The Case of Jenny

Conclusion
•
•
•
•

Affect is the lifeblood of the self
Affect is the “method to madness”
When affects become unbearable, the self disintegrates
Restoration of the self from psychosis requires reintegration of
perception, body feelings and narrative history
• Empathy and “vicarious introspection” is the fundamental tool
for all of psychoanlaysis including psychotherapy of psychosis

Conclusions-Part 2
•

There are three phases to the restoration of the self
1. Identifying affect in psychotic phenomena –directly
expressed or behind the defense. Have the patientpecify the
sensations of that affect
2. Anchor the affect sensations in the patient’s body. Stay
alert for these affects in countertransference
3. Find out when these affect sensations were first felt in that
body location and reinstate continuity through the patient’s
life history (narrative)

Conclusions-Part 3
• Understand the “forward edge” is looking to be re engaged
• Use Empathic cross modal attunement to re-engage
• Understand the need for affirming (mirroring), idealizing and
twinship forward edge, strengthening, narcissistic
transferences=selfobject experiences
• Repair empathic ruptures which result in “trailing edge”
repetition transferences
• Encourage the patient’s ability to obtain and establish ongoing,
new selfobject experiences that continue to strengthen and
integrate the self.

